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Abstract 
Some further applications of a General Rate Conservation Law (GRCL) for stationary semi- 
martingales are presented. GRCL is used to characterize the distribution of the reflection of 
Levy processes with arbitrary jumps. The stationary distribution of a general jump-diffusion with 
a reflecting boundary is derived and an interesting stochastic decomposition result is obtained. A 
multidimensional version of GRCL is used to examine the stationary behaviour of a multidimen- 
sional reflected Levy process. The relationship between GRCL and pathwise rate conservation 
is reviewed. 
Keywords: Rate conservation; Stationary ergodic processes; Semimartingales; Levy processes; 
State-dependent jump-dilTusions; Sample-path 
1. Introduction 
Rate conservation laws and their applications to queueing theory are an important 
topic of current research. In 1983, Miyazawa presented a rate conservation law known 
simply as RCL. See Franken et al. (1981) for an earlier presentation of a similar con- 
servation law known as intensity conservation principle. Rate conservation has proved 
to be of fundamental importance in the steady-state analysis of stochastic models and 
numerous applications have appeared in the literature. The connection between rate con- 
servation, level-crossing and Palm theory is well-known (see Sigman (1995, Sections 
5.5 and 5.6), for earlier references, see Miyazawa (1985, 1991), Bremaud (1991), Ya- 
mazaki et al. (1992), Ferrandiz and Lazar ( 1991), Mazumdar et al. ( 1991) and Sigman 
(1992)). Sigman (1991) showed that it is basically a sample-path result. 
Bardhan and Sigman (1993a) and Mazumdar et al. (1993) independently derived 
extensions of rate conservation to include processes with non-differentiable paths, such 
as Brownian motion and Levy processes. While Mazumdar et al. (1993) used a strong 
convergence approach, Bardhan and Sigman (1993a) concentrated on the stationary set- 
up. The extended law, called General Rate Conservation Law (GRCL) by Bardhan and 
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Sigman (1993a), can be used to derive many of the results in vacation models and in re- 
flected jump-Levy processes in a relatively straightforward fashion. Recently, Miyazawa 
(1992,1994a) has derived further extensions in the direction of time-dependence and 
generalized Levy measures. See Miyazawa ( 1994b) for a comprehensive survey on 
results in rate conservation. 
In this note, we present a few more applications of GRCL to Levy processes and 
to reflected jump-diffusions. In particular, we characterize the stationary distribution 
of a reflected Levy process with arbitrary jumps. We also investigate the stationary 
behaviour of state-dependent jump diffusions. We apply a multidimensional version 
of GRCL to explore the steady-state distribution of a multidimensional reflected Levy 
process and study the case when the distribution has separable density. Finally, we 
review the strong convergence techniques of Mazumdar et al. (1993) and discuss its 
relationship with the stationary ergodic set-up. 
2. The general rate conservation law 
In this section, we present GRCL as derived in Bardhan and Sigman (1993a) and 
provide some refinements. 
Let Y = {Y, : t>O} be a real-valued stochastic process with right-continuous left- 
limits paths, defined on a probability space (Sz, fl,P) endowed with a filtration {gt : 
t 2 0). Let the process Y be a general semimartingale admitting the decomposition 
where X is a continuous process of bounded variation, M is a continuous martingale 
w.r.t. the filtration {Ft} and Q is a pure jump process. The jump sizes ki are the 
real-valued marks from a marked point process $ = {(ti,ki) : i> l}, with counting 
process N. The processes $ and Q contain all discontinuities of Y. The probability of 
simultaneous jumps of $ and Q is assumed to be zero, though this assumption can be 
relaxed (see Remark 6.1 in Bardhan and Sigman (1993a)). The jumps from Q can be 
very general and can have infinite intensity, such as the jumps from a Levy process 
with infinite Levy measure. All processes are adapted to the filtration {Fl}. 
The marked point process I+$ represents a set of event epochs of interest. We focus 
on $ in order to relate distributions observed at this set of event epochs to the overall 
distribution of the process Y. 
We assume that the pair of processes (Y, II/) is jointly stationary ergodic, and the 
intensity of jumps ,? e EN, < 00. The pair (Y, I/) then admits a Palm version endowed 
with the Palm measure, i.e., a version that is stationary ergodic w.r.t. shifting by 
points from JI. We use P” to denote the measure under which (Y, $) has the Palm 
distribution and E” to denote the corresponding expectation under PO. For further details 
on general Palm theory of marked point processes, see Franken et al. (1981) and Rolski 
(1981). 
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Note that the class of such processes Y is very general, including processes of 
unbounded variation, as well as singularly continuous processes. Essentially, most 
stationary processes that arise from stochastic modelling would be in this class. The sta- 
tionarity assumptions on Y and $ imply that the processes X, M and Q have stationary 
increments as well. 
Let f be a continuous and twice-differentiable real-valued (or complex-valued) 
function. The general rate conservation law states that, for any continuous twice- 
differentiable real-valued (or complex-valued) function f such that E & 1 f ‘( Ys)12 d(M)$ 
< co, the following equality holds: 
General Rate Conservation Law (GRCL) 
E 
s 0 
'f'(Ys)d& +;E/’ 
0 
f”(K)W)s +E~Af(Y,)l~aQT>oj 
S<l 
= -nE’[f (Yo) - f (Yo - ko)l, P-2) 
where AQt = Qt - Qt_ and ks is the jump of I++ at t = 0 under the measure PO. 
Here (M) is the predictable quadratic variation processes of M (e.g., see Protter, 1990, 
p. 63)). This equality appears as Eq. (2.5) in Bardhan and Sigman (1993a). In par- 
ticular, the original RCL of Miyazawa can be shown to be a special case of this 
equation. 
We present three directions of generalization to the law. Recall that the proof of 
GRCL depends on three main points. First, Ito’s lemma holds for the process f(Y). 
Second, the process 
Hr = 
s 
ff.(K)W (2.3) 
0 
is a martingale, so that EH, = 0. Finally, the pair of processes (Y, $) satisfies a Palm 
formula relating expectations taken under the measure P to expectations taken under 
the Palm measure PO. We propose a generalization on each point. 
First, Ito’s lemma applies even if the second derivative of f is not continuous. 
Indeed, the lemma is applicable as long as f” exists almost everywhere under Lebesgue 
measure (Karatzas and Shreve (1988, p. 219)). Thus, (2.2) holds under this relaxed 
condition. We will use this relaxation in Section 4. 
Second, any semimartingale can be decomposed as in (2.1) if M is allowed to be a 
local martingale (e.g., Protter, 1990, p. 114). In this general set-up, the GRCL property 
depends on the martingale nature of the local martingale H. The GRCL will hold for 
any function f for which H is a martingale, since then EH, = 0. 
Third, the pair (Y, II/) satisfies the Palm formula even if Y and 1(1 are not ergodic. 
Therefore, GRCL will hold even in the absence of ergodicity. To relate the Palm mea- 
sure to any sort of sample averages, however, we would require the ergodic framework 
(Bardhan and Sigman, 1993b); Thor&on (1995)). 
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Let us turn to some refinements. The term in (2.2) involving the jumps of Q has 
been left untouched thus far. A number of simplifications can be introduced for special 
cases. If the number of jumps of Q is non-explosive, then the counting process 
@ E c l{AQs>O} (2.4) 
OQs<t 
has an associated 9,-predictable compensator A (Protter, 1990, p. 97). The GRCL can 
then be written as 
E 
J 0 
‘f’(K)d& +1ESII”(Y,)d(M),+El’Af(Y,)dA, 
0 0 
= -~E”W’o) - f(Yo - ko)l. (2.5) 
When the jumps of Q admit a (P, ~;r)-s&&rustic intensity kernel p,(dz) (e.g., Bremaud, 
1981, p. 235), we obtain 
E 
J’ 0 
’ f’(K)d& +fE/hK)d(M),t E/-‘/&L +z) - f(Ys_))p,(dz)ds 
0 0 w 
= -~E”W’o) - _/-Vi - ko)l, (2.6) 
where .%! is the space of possible jump sizes of Q. The intensity kernel p8(.) is a 
generalized notion of stochastic intensity for marked point processes. The Levy measure 
associated with Levy processes is an example of such a kernel. The z term represents a 
generic jump size. If the process Q has stationary increments and finite intensity, then 
of course, it admits a Palm measure like $ with respect to its own jumps. A Palm 
term similar to the one on the right-hand-side of (2.6) can be introduced. 
3. Levy processes 
In Bardhan and Sigman (1993a), a specialized version of the GRCL was derived for 
processes that admit the following decomposition: 
Y,=Yo+L,+X+&, (3.1) 
i=l 
where L is a Levy process, i.e., a right-continuous left-limits process with stationary 
and independent increments, X is a process of bounded variation, and the jumps ki are 
generated by the stationary marked point process $. The GRCL (2.2) applied to the 
function f(y) = eiory provides 
I’ 
I 
&a)EeimYo +E 
0 
iaeitlY’ dX,C + E c (eiaY, - eiarv,-) l{~,,+~l 
S<l 
= _@)[eiaYO _ ei~(yO-h)]. (3.2) 
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where &a) is the characteristic exponent of L, i.e., Eeidf = e+(a)r (e.g., Protter, 1990, 
p. 32). Note that the dependence of Y on L can be expressed in terms of 4. 
Bardhan and Sigman (1993a) used this equation to obtain results regarding the sta- 
tionary distributions of jump-Levy processes and reflected jump-Levy processes. In 
this section, we look at two more examples where (3.2) can be used to determine 
steady-state distributions. 
Example 3.1 (Storage process with general release rule). Consider a storage system 
with a non-decreasing Levy input L and a release function Y(.). If the level of in- 
ventory in the system at time t is Y,, then the release rate is r(Y,). Thus, Y can be 
described by the following equation: 
s 
t 
Y, = Y, + Lt - r-( Y,) ds. 
0 
Clearly, this is a process of the form (3.1), thus (3.2) can be applied to get 
4( a)EeiaYO - iaE[r( Yo)eiaYo] = 0. 
While this equation does not provide an explicit solution for the distribution of Yo, 
it completely describes the distribution. Depending on the specific form of the release 
function r(.), this equation can be solved for all moments of Yo. See also Kella and 
Whitt (1992). 
Example 3.2 (Reflected Levy process with arbitrary jumps). Consider the process 
Yt = Yo + Lt + It, (3.3) 
where Zt = ( svOCsdr -( Yo + L,))+. The process Y is known as the reflected Levy 
process, with Z being the regulator at the boundary b = 0. Here, L is a general 
Levy process with positive and negative jumps. It is well-known that Y is a non- 
negative process. Indeed, -(Yo +Lt)< ( supoGsGt -(Yo +L,))+ = It, whereby Y, 20. I 
is a non-negative non-decreasing process of bounded variation. In addition, Z increases 
only when Y is at 0, i.e., $ Y, dZ, = 0. Clearly, Y can be cast into the form of (3.1). 
The Levy process L is assumed to have negative drift, i.e., EL, < 0, so that a unique 
stationary distribution exists for the process Y (e.g., Bardhan and S&man, 1991). 
Since L is allowed to have negative jumps, a jump in L could potentially take Y 
below the boundary, thereby causing a jump in I. In this case, the GRCL applied to 
Y provides 
0 = &a)EeiaYo + iaEZl + E c (1 - e-“&) lINT,o), 
O<s<l 
(3.4) 
where Zc is the continuous part of I. Implicit here is the fact that Z increases only 
when Y is at zero. If there are no negative jumps, the last term disappears and we 
arrive at the Pollazcek-Khinchine formula as in Bardhan and Sigman (1993a). In any 
case, 
EZ, = i&(O). (3.5) 
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Assume that the negative jumps of L are have finite intensity, i.e., L<,, v(dx) < 00, 
where v is the Levy measure of L (Protter, 1990, p. 27). Since the jumps of I are 
smaller and fewer than the negative jumps of L, the jumps of I must have a finite 
intensity 11 as well and there exists a Palm measure PI with respect to these jumps 
such that 
E c (1 -e-i”nr,)l{~,,O) =,I,&,[1 -eBiXk], 
where k denotes the generic jump in I under the measure PI. Clearly, &E,,[k] = 
0 = 4’(O) + iEZf + i&Ep, [k]. 
Using the fact that the drift of L is negative and that I is an increasing process, 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
for some rc E [0, 11. With this, we have 
Ee iaYo _ 4’(O) -- rc+(l-rc)i 
4(a) [ ( 
1 - Ep,[e&“] >I c&,[--kl ’ 
(3.8 
(3.9 
This is not a stochastic decomposition since the first term does not represent a bonafide 
distribution. On the other hand, the distribution of YO is expressed in terms of the 
equilibrium distribution of the jumps of I. When Y is at level y > 0, the intensity 
of a jump below 0 is sz: v(h). The distribution of Y is thus required to determine 
the equilibrium distribution of the jumps of I. Once again, the equation completely 
specifies the stationary distribution but cannot be solved explicitly. This distribution 
also happens to be the distribution of the supremum of the process L. 
When the negative jumps of the Levy process are exponentially distributed, the 
analysis can be taken a step further. Let the negative jumps of L be exponential with 
parameter p, i.e., 
P{ALf < xlALt < 0) = pew, x<O. (3.10) 
At any time, given that Y is at level y, the jump in I is equal to the negative jump 
of L in excess of y. For an exponential distribution, however, the excess distribution 
is also exponential with the same parameter. The jumps of I thus have an exponential 
stationary distribution with parameter /J. Putting this observation into (3.9), we have 
Ee icxY0 _ aV(o) p - - 
4(a) 
7c+(l -rc)- 1 p+iia ’ (3.11) 
This expression characterizes the distribution in the case of exponential negative jumps. 
Note that the second bracket is the characteristic function of a distribution of a r.v. 
that is 0 with probability 7~ and a negative exponential with probability 1 - rc. Since Y 
is always positive, it cannot be written as the sum of two independent r.v. of which 
one is allowed to be any negative number. Clearly then, the first term cannot be the 
characteristic function of a bonafide distribution. 
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This analysis also carries over to the case of a reflected jump-Levy process where 
the jumps are allowed to be negative and across the boundary. 
4. State-dependent diffusion processes 
In this section, we specialize the GRCL for jump-diffusion processes with reflection 
at a boundary. The diffusion part of the process is allowed to have state-dependent drift 
and diffusive coefficients. An example of state-dependent diffusion is the well-known 
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. In general, such a process Y would satisfy the following 
integral equation: 
(4.1) 
where p(.) and a(.) are, respectively, the state-dependent drift and diffusive coefficients, 
and B is standard Brownian motion. As before, Y is assumed to be stationary and the 
jumps ki are the marks of the stationary point process $. The process I is a strictly 
increasing process that regulates Y to stay above a boundary b (e.g., b = 0). The jumps 
ki are assumed to be away from the boundary b. Since the process I compensates for 
the movement of Y towards the boundary, Z is continuous. Applying (2.2) to the 
process Y yields 
~WYo)f’Vo)l + $W-O’o))*f”(Yo)1+ f’(bYW11 
= -nE”~f(yo) - f(Yo-)I. (4.2) 
This equation appears as Eq. (5.1) in Bardhan and Sigman (1993a). 
To indicate how (4.2) can be used to derive stationary distributions, we present 
some examples. Our method of analysis is adapted from Chapter 5 of Gihman and 
Skorohod (1972). The first example rederives the stationary distribution of a reflected 
diffusion process using GRCL. The second example generalizes known results on the 
stationary distribution of jump-diffisions to include arbitrary jumps process. Finally, the 
third example presents a new result on the stationary distribution of reflected jump- 
diffusions. 
Example 4.1 (Diffusion processes with instantaneous reflection at a boundary). In 
this case, the process Y is a pure diffusion reflected at the boundary b and satisfies 
(4.2) without the jumps: 
W(YoV'(Yo)l + $W-UoN*f”Vo)l + f’(b)Hbl = 0. (4.3) 
Choosing f(y) = y gives the identity El1 = --E[p(Yo)], which relates the expected 
local time at the boundary to the drift of the process. 
To get the stationary distribution of Y, we first obtain an expression for the stationary 
expected value of any bounded measurable functional of Yo. Using indicator functions 
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then gives us the distribution. To this end, define the function 
(4.4) 
We assume that c = &m (g2(y))-‘&y)dy < 00. Now, consider any bounded mea- 
surable function g(y) that satisfies 
J 
00 
B(Y) 4(y) -dy=O. 
b 02(Y) 
From this, define the function 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
By definition, G is continuous and continuously differentiable, with a second derivative 
that exists almost everywhere. Thus, G satisfies the requirements of the GRCL. It is 
easy to verify the following equalities: 
P(Y)G’(Y) + ;02(y)G”(y) = g(y), G’(b) = 0. (4.7) 
Applying the GRCL to the function G and substituting the identities from (4.7) we 
are left with 
w(yo)1 = 0. (4.8) 
Clearly, (4.5) implies (4.8). Let us now take any bounded measurable function g(y). 
Since 
g(u)w du 
a2(u) 
satisfies (4.5), condition (4.8) holds and 
g(y)- dy. 
a2(v> 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
Choosing g to be indicator functions of the form lo,,,), we get the distribution func- 
tion of the stationary distribution of Y: 
S{Yo<a} = c-’ 
J 
a 4(u) - du, b,<a<cq 
b a2(u) 
(4.11) 
which is the same as obtained by Gihman and Skorohod (1972, Section 24, Lemma 3). 
In a similar manner, we can derive the stationary distribution of a process regulated to 
stay inside an interval [b-, b+]. The functions remain the same, except that all integrals 
from b to 00 now run from b- to b+. 
Example 4.2 (Jump-diffusion processes). For a diffusion process with external jumps, 
the process Y satisfies (4.1) and (4.2) without the regulating piece I. Again, using 
f(y) = y, we get 2 = -E[P(Yo)]/E’[~], which relates the rate of arrival of the jumps 
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to the steady-state drift of the process. For the stationary distribution, we have to define 
a few functions. First, define 
J 
Y 
FO(Y) = _-oo fO(X)~~ f(x) = 
PO{ Y, > x} - PO{ Yo- > x} 
EO[kl 
(4.12) 
F” is the distribution function of the level of Y just after a jump, under the Palm 
measure. It is a bonafide distribution as long as the jumps are either all non-negative 
or all non-positive (see Remark 4.4 at the end of the section). Second, define 
While the function 4 is similar to that defined in (4.4), the function B will be shown 
to be the density of the stationary distribution. 
Along the lines of the previous example, take any bounded measurable function i(y) 
that satisfies 
s* 
g”(y)B(y) dy = 0. (4.14) 
-‘X 
From this, define the function 
(4.15) 
where 
M a=- 
s 
2g”(u)&u) du 
-cc 02(u) . 
G is continuous and twice differentiable, and is thus a candidate for the GRCL: 
EMYo)G’(Yo)l + ;EKWO))~G”VO)I = -~E°FWo> - G(Yo-)I. (4.16) 
On the other hand, simple substitution can establish the following equalities: 
~c(y)G’(y) + ;a2(y)G”(v) = g(y)> (4.17) 
.$ J cc G(yW"(y) = (1 - F’(y))dG(y) = 0. (4.18) --DC, -a3
In particular, from the definition of F”, 
E’[G( Yo) - G( Y, - ko)] = Jrn G(y)dF’(y) = 0. (4.19) -cc 
Using (4.17) and (4.19) (4.16) reduces to E[g”( Yo)] = 0. Thus, for any arbitrary 
bounded measurable function g, 
E[g(Yo)l= ( Jm BWq.)-'Jm g(yVO)dy> (4.20) 
--03 --oo 
where we have assumed that the normalizing term is finite, e.g., when 1-1, 0 are bounded 
and the jumps are bounded as well. From (4.20), it is evident that B(y) is the density 
of the stationary distribution of Y. 
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This generalizes the results of Gihman and Skorohod (1972, Section 25, Corollary 
2), where the authors consider non-negative i.i.d. jumps at the boundary zero. In that 
special case, our result will reduce to their formula. 
Example 4.3 (Jump-diffusion processes with instantaneous reflection at a boundary). 
In this case, the process Y is a jump-diffusion reflected at the boundary b. It satisfies 
(4.1) and (4.2): 
mvou-‘(Yo)1 + &wJvo)~2f”(~o)l + f’uwm 
= -~EOLfVo) - f(Yo- )I. 
For the stationary distribution, define the following distribution function: 
O= A El1c1 A 
7c = ,k2 +EZ,c,’ Cl = I W(u) du b 02(u)’ 
(4.21) 
(4.22) 
where (b is as defined in (4.4) and F” is as defined in (4.12), with the lower limit 
replaced by b. We will show that the density of the stationary distribution of the 
process Y is indeed the function B. 
Again, choose a measurable function @ satisfying &m &y)B(y) dy = 0, and define 
the function G according to (4.15). Applying GRCL to G, 
EMYo)G’(Yo)l + $WVO)~~~“(~~)I + G’(bFb 
= 4E”[G(Yo) - G(Yo_)]. (4.23) 
It is easy to check that the analogues of (4.17)-(4.19) hold. Thus, (4.23) reduces to 
EB(m)+$$+~ m(l - F’(y))dG(y) = 0. 
The second term can be transformed as 
1 
s 
? 1 - Fe(v)> dG(y) 
b 
O= 1 -F’(y) 
(S 
y &7(X)4(~) O” 
4(y) b a2(x) .I b 
’ -+;;;‘) dy] 
O” 1 -F'(Y) dy I 4(Y) b O” 2&)4(x) dx fJ2(X) 
(4.24) 
I O3 %(x)4(x) (I ’ _ b ‘J2(X> b ’ -b;;;y’ dy) dx + a 1 Oc: b ’ ;;;;y) dy1 
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O” WtxMtx) 
a*(X) (S x 1 - FO(y) b &Y> dy dX > I 
O3 &xX)4(X) (S ’ ’ ;;;;” dy) dx + ; / 3o 20(Y) - cr2(X) b b a20dY) dy 
7c -4 CT 24(Y) - cl b gg(Y)q 
-hw2a 1~2 O” -~ 
=c,(l-n) (1-z) b .I 
g”(y)B(y)dy = -i’=c2a 
c,(l - 7r)’ 
Replacing this in (4.25) we get Ei(Yo) = 0. The usual argument then implies that 
B(y) as defined by (4.22) is the stationary distribution of the reflected jump-diffusion. 
Note that setting rt = 0 or rc = 1 recovers the pure jump-diffusion or the pure reflected 
diffusion cases respectively. 
Eq. (4.22) provides a remarkable stochastic decomposition of the stationary distribu- 
tion of the reflected jump-diffusion. The stationary distribution is a probabilistic mixture 
of the stationary distributions of two independent processes: first, the reflection of the 
diffusion part of Y; second, a jump-diffusion whose jumps occur with the stationary 
distribution of the process Y. 
In the case when the diffusion parameters are constant, viz., the case of reflected 
jump-Brownian motion, it is easy to show that ci = -l/cl and c2 = -E’[k]/p 
(both positive since p < 0), which yields the stochastic decomposition now so well- 
ktlOWIl. 
Remark 4.4. The distribution function F” has been described in Eq. (2.11) in Bardhan 
and Sigman (1993a). In the case of non-negative jumps, a better understanding can be 
obtained by rewriting it as 
s Y FO(Y) = _~ f(x)k f(x) = p”{yo- bx; Y,_ + k > x} E”Wl (4.26) 
F” is a probability distribution function defined from the Palm measure. The density f 
can be seen as the probability density, under the Palm measure, of the level of Y just 
after a jump. If the jumps are non-positive, then we would define f(x) = .Y'O{ Yo_ > 
x; Yo_ + k<x}/E’[-k]. In either case, F” is a bonafide distribution. The form of the 
density is similar to that of the Levy measure of a Levy process. 
Remark 4.5. The results in this section can be obtained by applying the distributional 
form of GRCL, as presented in Eq. (2.10) in Bardhan and Sigman (1993a): 
s 1 E o lty,>a) W + kEhl(a)+Ex (CYs -a)+ -(G- - a)‘)l{ap,>o) s<l 
= -(EXI + EQI )FO(a), (4.27) 
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for any a E (-CO, CXI). Here, &(a) is the semimartingale local time of the process Y 
at level a. It is a random measure, jointly continuous in t and right continuous with 
left limits in a (e.g., Protter, 1990, p. 162). The expression for local time Al(a) can 
be expressed in terms of o*(a) and the density of Y. This yields a differential equation 
for the distribution function of Y, which can then be solved. 
5. The multidimensional reflected Levy process 
In this section, we demonstrate an application of the multidimensional version of 
GRCL: 
+Ez (Af(Y,)l~~~y.oj) = -~E”[f(Yo) - f(Yo - ko)l, (5.1) 
sQ1 
which is Eq. (6.2) in Bardhan and Sigman (1993a). Here, Y = (Yi, . . . , Y,) is a gd- 
valued vector semimartingale process that admits the decomposition: 
Yt = YO + Xt + Mt + Qt + 5 ki, (5.2) 
i=l 
where X is an @-valued continuous process, M is an Wd-valued martingale, and Q is 
a d-dimensional jump process. The jump sizes ki are e-valued marks from a marked 
point process *. 
Example 5.1 (Multidimensional Levy process reflected in an orthant). We will use 
(5.1) to study the stationary distribution of a multidimensional Levy process with- 
out negative jumps, regulated to stay in the positive orthant. Our purpose is to study 
the distribution under the assumption that the distribution admits separable density. 
To this end, consider a d-dimensional Levy process L with no negative jumps defined 
on an underlying probability space (a, F,P) and adapted to a filtration {pl}. The 
reflected Levy process Y is a non-negative process that satisfies the following equation: 
Y, = L, + PI,, (5.3) 
where Z is a non-negative non-decreasing process, with IO s 0. I' increases only when 
Y’ is zero and increases just enough to keep Y’ positive. In effect, I’ reflects the Y 
process off the (d - I)-dimensional face Fi, which is the Y’ = 0 surface. The direction 
of reflection is given by the ith row of the reflecting matrix P. The matrix P is required 
to have positive diagonal elements. Since the Levy process L has no negative jumps, 
the reflector Z is a continuous process. In fact, it will be a semimartingale local time 
process of the sort described in Protter (1990). 
At the boundaries of regulation, the process is reflected obliquely back into the or- 
thant. The resulting process is known as the regulated or the reflected multidimensional 
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Levy process. This includes, for example, reflected Brownian motion in an orthant 
(RBM) (e.g., Harrison and Reiman, 1981; Harrison and Williams, 1987). While RBM 
is the natural heavy-traffic limit of congestion in a network of queues, reflected multi- 
dimensional Levy processes arise as heavy-traffic limits of networks with interruptions 
or batch arrivals. Chen and Whitt (1993) have shown that in heavy traffic, the process 
representing the number of customers in an open queueing network subject to service 
interruptions can be approximated by a Brownian motion with positive jumps, regulated 
to stay in the positive orthant. The jumps correspond to the length of interruptions of 
service at the stations. If the interruptions arrive as a compound Poisson process, then 
the combined netput process is a Levy process. For the one dimensional case, the sta- 
tionary distribution of a reflected Levy process is known explicitly and is a generalized 
version of the Pollazcek-Khinchine formula for M/G/l queues (e.g., Kella and Whitt, 
1990, 1991; Bardhan and Sigman, 1993a). Harrison and Williams ( 1987) have shown 
the existence of a product-form stationary distribution for RBM under certain condi- 
tions. Motivated by their analysis, we investigate the nature of stationary distributions 
for the Levy case. 
The marginal distributions of the Levy process L have the Laplace transform 
E[e-yTLf] = e#(‘)’ where y = (y, ,.*., Ed) is a d-vector and the Laplace exponent 
4 is a function from Bd to .%?, uniquely determined as 
4(Y) = -YTP + +YToY + .I ,,x,,<, (eOTx - 1 + ~~1) v(dx) 
+ I (epyTx - 1) v(dx), 
where ~1 is a d-dimensional drift vector, cr is a d x d-dimensional matrix of diffusion 
coefficients, and v is a Levy measure on gd space. See Protter (1990, pp. 20-32) for 
more details. Using (5.1) for the process Y and the function e-yTX, we can follow the 
analysis in Section 4 in Bardhan and Sigman (1993a) to get 
4(y)Ee-Y’ yO _ ~ ~ PijYiE I’ e--i’ry\ dI{ = 0. 
;=I j=l 
(5.5) 
This relationship characterizes the Laplace transform of the process Y and is an ana- 
logue of the basic adjoint relationship derived for RBM by Harrison and Williams 
(1987). As in (3.2), the dependence of Y on L is through 4. 
Let us now make the assumption that the stationary distribution of Y is separable. 
In that case, 
n(y) n EeeyTYo = nl(yl)n2(y2). . . nd(yd), (5.6) 
where Zi(yi) e EeOrYA is the marginal distribution of Y’. Akin to the results of Reiman 
and Williams (1986), Fung (1992) has proved that there exists a finite Bore1 measure ii 
on the face Fi such that ii is equivalent to the (d - 1 )-dimensional Lebesgue measure on 
Fit and for each bounded Bore1 function f on Fi, E[$ f (Y,)dli] = t SF, f (z)dci(z). 
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Moreover, in the case when cr is non-degenerate, we have so” l~,n,~,( Y,) dIi = 0, i # j, 
or, in other words, c puts no measure on Fj f~ Fi. We can then rewrite (5.5) as 
(5.7) 
Note that the integral w.r.t. c does not depend on yi since ti = 0 on Fi. Before 
proceeding, we need to define some constants: 
Ci’&(ciN+ (-ill+JI~,,<,i’v(dr))pi), 
dij 5 & lim 
s 
e-yTz dcj(z) = L 
II y,-m F I s pii F, nF, 
di’(z). 
(5.8) 
Observe that pi is merely the probability that Y’ = 0. As we shall subsequently show, 
pi = 0 if Cii > 0, which means that ci will reduce only just one of the two terms 
in its definition. This means that if any dimension has zero diffusive coefficient, i.e., 
it has randomness only in the form of jumps, then there is a probability mass that 
Y’ = 0; if it has a positive diffusive coefficient, the probability of being at 0 is zero. A 
similar consideration will show the dij to be zero for dimensions which have non-trivial 
diffusion behaviour. 
Fix an i^ and divide (5.7) by y; to get 
-c J PQ e-yTZ d[j(z) - P; J e-yTz de’(z) = 0. j#? 6 F; 
Sending y; to infinity and dividing by P; provides 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
Here we have used the fact that the integral on the right does not depend on y;. Since 
(5.10) holds for any 1 <i^<d, we go back to (5.7) for 
j=l i,j=l K 
Cj + 5 c fljkyk n nk(Yk) - xpjkdjk = 0. 
JJ k#j k#j k#j 1 
(5.11) 
Set Yj = 0 for j # i, and solve for 7Ci: 
%(Yi> = 
Yi (p,Ci - Cj pij xkfj pjkdjk) 
4iCYi) ’ 
(5.12) 
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Here, we have defined the function 
Ji(ri) ’ +i(Yi) - Yi CPijCj - Yf CPji”jif_9 
jfi j#i JJ 
(5.13) 
where $i(yi) = $((O,. . . ,yi,. . . , 0)), is the characteristic exponent of the marginal dis- 
tribution of L’. c$ would be the characteristic function of a Levy process _? with the 
same jump behaviour as L’, but reduced diffusive variance 8ii = cii - cj+ Pjiajipj/Pjj 
and increased drift fii = pi + cjjci Pijcj. 
By applying GRCL to the function f(z) = zi, it is possible to show that 
-EL{ = 4;(O) = 6 PijEI{ = C (p,Cj - Pij CPj!cdjk) 
j=l j kfi 
= C PijCj + (pyui - C PiJ C P,kdjkk). (5.14) 
j#i i k#j 
Since, by definition, &(O) = 4;(O) - CjfiP.. I,cJ, we get a familiar form for 7Ci: 
GYi) = Yid;lC”)14i(Yi). (5.15) 
This expression is the well-known generalized Pollazcek-Khinchine formula for the 
stationary distribution of a reflection process in one dimension. If 4i is a bonafide 
transform, i.e, we can find a ci and dij to satisfy (5.14), then xi is equivalent to 
the stationary distribution of the reflection of the Levy process z’. In particular, the 
stationary distribution of Y can be separated into the product of d one-dimensional dis- 
tributions, each of which is the reflection of a modified one-dimensional Levy process. 
Of course, in the case of RBM, this can be shown to be an exponential distribution, 
using the fact that +i(yi)/vi is linear in yi. In the general case, however, this is not so 
due to the presence of the Poisson jumps. 
Taking limits, it is easy to verify that pi = 0 if cii > 0, otherwise it is given by 
the expression 
4’(O) - cj#i Pijcj 
pi = 4'(O) - cj+; Pijcj + Jx’v(dx)’ (5.16) 
Similar considerations show that cii > 0 implies dij = 0 for all j. 
We make the explicit assumption that all oii > 0, which removes the pi and diJ 
terms and leads us to simpler expressions for Xi. Returning to (5.14), we have the 
relationship 
c Pijcj = 4:(O) = -ELI. 
j 
(5.17) 
For Xi to be a bonafide distribution, we require J:(O) > 0, whereby c = -P-‘EL, > 
0. This implies that P-‘ELI < 0, i.e., the net drift in any dimension, including the 
drift due to reflection of other faces, should be negative. Higher moments of Y’ depend 
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on the moments of the jumps of the Levy process. The kth moment of Y’ exists if 
and only if the (k + I)st moments of the jumps sizes exist. 
Finally, we need to check that the solution does still satisfy the original equation. 
For this, we replace the expressions for Xi in the equation and divide by n rti(yi), to 
get 
( 4(Y) - C Yj4;C”) i ) , - 5 z z (&,(Yj) - Yj$;(O)) = O. (5.18) 
This relationship has to hold for all y, and in the case of RBM leads to the well-known 
skew-symmetry condition. 
6. Sample-path results 
Sigman (1991) gave a sample-path version of Miyazawa’s RCL. No stochastic as- 
sumptions are required. The sample-paths need only have certain limits exist, and then 
RCL is seen to hold. 
In the more general case, it has to be assumed that the sample-path being observed 
is indeed the sample-path of a semimartingale admitting the decomposition of (2.1). In 
particular, stochastic assumptions must be enforced a priori. Using martingale conver- 
gence techniques then yields certain sample-path conservation laws. This approach was 
first employed by Mazumdar et al. (1993). We review their method in our framework. 
The essence of the argument is the following martingale convergence theorem (Liptser 
and Shiryayev (1989)): 
Strong law of large numbers for local martingales. Let M,(o) be a 1ocaZly square- 
integrable martingale and let (M),(w) be its quadratic variation. Then on the set 
{w : (M),(o) < cm}, M,(o) converges as t + CO, and on the set {CO : (M),(o) 
= oo), M(o)/(M),(o) -+ 0. 
Let Y have the decomposition of (2.1). Use of the Ito rule and dividing by t, we 
have 
f(r,>-f(Yo) = 1 t t t s 0 f'(r,->d~, + j)-Q’-)dk’s + f; /-‘f’l(Yx-)d($ 0 
Consider the local martingale H of (2.3). Under the uniform integrability assumption 
limsup fi < cc as., 
t t 
it is clear that 
Ht VGt Ht - 0 a.s., as t + cm. _I__ 
t t (Wt 
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So under the condition t-‘f(Y,) -+ 0 as., we have 
(6.3) 
Similarly, there is a corresponding distributional version: 
0 = lim 
t-CC 
l{,>aj dX, 
+f ;A,@) + ; c ((& - a)+ - (ys- - a)+) ]{A@ >O} 
s,<r 
(6.4) 
If the jumps from Q and from I+!I are integrable, then the terms involving the jumps can 
be replaced by their compensators. If these jumps admit a stochastic intensity kernel, 
as in the Levy case, we can then replace the jump terms by the corresponding integrals 
w.r.t. the kernel. 
An interesting fact here is that (6.3) holds even if H is a local martingale, as long as 
it satisfies the uniform integrability condition (6.2). Mazumdar et al. (1993) consider 
processes for which the corresponding H is a martingale, but the law is valid in a 
more general framework. Note that, in the stationary ergodic set-up, the condition of 
uniform integrability (6.2) reduces to EH, < 00, which is precisely the condition used 
to derive GRCL in Section 2. This implies that H is indeed a martingale and, for the 
stationary case, we recover the GRCL and its distributional version. 
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